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Abstract. Issue repositories are used to keep of track of bugs, development tasks and feature requests in software development projects. In
the case of open source projects, everyone can submit a new issue in the
tracker. This practice can lead to situations where more issues are created
than what can be effectively handled by the project members, raising the
question of how issues are treated as the capacity of the project members
is exceeded. In this paper, we study the temporal dynamics of issues in
a popular open source development platform, namely Github, based on
a sample of 4000 projects. We specifically analyze how the rate of issue
creation, the amount of pending issues, and their average lifetime evolve
over the course of time. The results show that more issues are opened
shortly after the creation of a project repository and that the amount of
pending issues increases inexorably due to forgotten (unclosed) issues.
Yet, the average issue lifetime (for issues that do get closed) is relatively
stable over time. These observations suggest that Github projects have
implicit mechanisms for handling issues perceived to be important to the
project, while neglecting those that exceed the project’s capacity.

1

Introduction

Issue trackers have become essential collaboration instruments in modern software development projects [1]. They are used for registering and tracking new
feature requests, development tasks and bugs for example. In closed-source
projects, usage of issue trackers is generally restricted and sometimes codified,
so that new issues can only be opened by development team members, managers
and a reduced set of stakeholders and may need to comply with established
norms and minimum requirements [1].
On the other hand, in open source projects, for example in Github projects,
it is common practice that everyone can open a new issue in the issue tracker
of a project with basically no requirements placed on the content and quality
of new issues [4,2]. This practice can lead to a potentially large and continuous
inflow of issues exceeding the project’s development team capacity, including
low-quality issues or issues that are only marginally relevant to the project. As
the inflow of issues exceeds the capacity of the project members, it is natural
to conjecture that not all issues are effectively handled, and are either closed
without resolution or implicitly ignored.
This paper aims to shed light into the extent to which open source projects,
particularly those hosted in Github, cope with the inflow of issues they are

subjected to throughout their lifetime. Based on a sample of more than 4000
Github projects, we analyze the temporal dynamics of issues in terms of how
often they are created (arrival rate), the amount of pending issues, and their
lifetime. Specifically, the paper addresses the following research questions:
– RQ1: What is the issue arrival rate and how does it change over time?
– RQ2: How do opened and pending issue numbers evolve over time?
– RQ3: What is the average issue lifetime and how does it change over time?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section presents
related work. Then, Section 3 describes the dataset employed and the concepts
used in the analysis. In Section 4 we present and discuss the results of our
analysis with respect to the above research questions. Finally, Sections 5 and 6
respectively provide an analysis of threats to validity and present conclusions
and opportunities for future work.

2

Related Work

There are several previous studies that focus explicitly on the analysis of issue in
Github datasets. Closest to our research is a study by Bissyande et al. [2], giving
a basic overview of issue tracker usage in 100,000 Github projects. Their work
explores how many issues are tracked on average, labels and tags usage, who
enters issues (developer or not), issue tracker usage and project success (number
of watchers), and user community size and issue fix time. Compared to our work,
they do not analyze the evolution of pending issues and their lifetimes. Cabot et
al. [3] studies how tagging is used in Github issue trackers. Their results show
that only small sets of projects use labels, and usage of labels correlates with a
higher number of closed issues. Related to this, Izquierdo et al. [9] have presented
a tool demo to explore issue label usage in projects.
The question of issue lifetime has been studied from different perspectives
both in open source and closed source projects. Marks et al. [12] studied issue
lifetimes in Mozilla and Eclipse. They found that 46% of bug reports in the
Mozilla project and 76% of bug reports in the Eclipse project are closed within
three months of their creation. Grammel et al. [8] study community involvement
in closed source IBM Jazz projects. Their findings suggest that community created issues can be valuable, but they are handled differently than those created
by project members. The average issue lifetime for community created issues is
39 days, whereas for the team issues it is 5.9 days.
Ko and Chilana [11] study why some issues in the Mozilla tracker are left
open for long periods. Their findings suggest that issues resulting in fixes or
code changes are proposed by a “group of experienced, frequent reporters”. They
conclude that open source projects benefit most from this group of experts.
Garousi [5] studies three open source projects with a focus on issue creation
and resolution times. Their findings show that bugs and critical issues are handled faster than other issue types. For the jEdit and DrPython projects, the
fractions of issues that are closed within the first day is 23% and 42% percent,

respectively. Garousi also concludes that more bugs are submitted in the beginning of a project’s lifetime. In addition, he shows that issues pile up over time
and then are closed in batches.
Compared to these previous studies on issue lifetime, we employ a larger
volume of projects and we consider not only issue lifetime, but also arrival rate
and number of pending issues. The latter variable (“number of pending issues”)
has been studied separately by Kenmei et al. [10], who use a time-series modeling
to analyze how the number of opened issues changes over time.
Other studies have considered how the arrival rate of new issues in a project
and their resolution time can be used to plan future work [10] and to predict the
lifetime of pending issues [13,6]. These latter studies are orthogonal to ours.

3

Dataset and Terminology

Github is an online platform for hosting git source code repositories. It offers a
web interface for repositories, an issue tracker, and a mechanism for pull based
software development and code review. Github has been gaining popularity in
recent years, with usages from single-person projects to major companies such
as Google and Microsoft using Github for hosting their open source projects.
We use a dataset from Github, collected by the GHTorrent project team [7].
Github provides a public stream of actions such as creation of new pull requests,
commits, issues, but does not, for example, provide issue content text. GHTorrent
project is augmenting this data by crawling the Github API to retrieve past data
and consolidates the data from both sources into a single database.
3.1

Data Extraction and Filtering

Our GHTorrent data extraction is from April 2, 2015 and contains more than
seven million projects (not counting forked projects). In order to exclude special cases and anomalies, we selected a subset of the extracted data, applying
following filtering criteria.
– Projects must have been created between January 2012 and December 2014.
We limited our observation period to this interval, because older data is often
not fully available due to the crawling behavior of GHTorrent.
– Projects must have at least 100 opened issues and one closed issue. This
criterion gives us projects that actually use the issue tracking capabilities.
– Projects must have at least five commits to the main repository. This criterion gives us projects where some issues generated development activity.
– Projects must not show any activity before repository creation date. In
Github, it is possible to fork a repository and therefore inherit an already
existing codebase which technically shows up as code committed before the
project creation.
An examination of the selected data revealed projects with unexpectedly
high issue tracker activity in short periods, such as several thousands of newly

created issues during a single day. This can be caused by a data import from
old tracking system or automatically created issues by using the Github API.
To get rid of possible import behavior, we additionally filtered out projects that
created or closed more than 2000 issues in a single month or created more than
500 issues during a single day.
3.2

Descriptive Statistics
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After filtering, 4452 projects met our criteria. Figure 1a shows the distribution
of the projects’ observation time lengths. Our sample contains projects with
observation times ranging from 0 to 35 months. We observed that there were
relatively few projects with a short observation time. We wanted to have at least
100 projects within each observation time interval. This resulted in the removal
of all projects with observation less than eight months, i.e., projects created after
April 2014. In Figure 1a, projects that were filtered out due to their observation
time are marked in gray color.
The final dataset contains of 4024 projects, with 967,037 total issues, of
which 675,970 (69.9%) have been closed at least once and 291,067 (30.1%) have
not been closed during the observation period. The mean number of issues per
project is 240.3. Issues can be re-opened and re-closed, and this affects 27376
(4.0%) issues.
The number of issues per project (Figure 1b) varies almost two orders of
magnitude with the largest project having 4885 issues in total.
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(a) Number of projects per project
observation bucket (in months).
Dark colored bars represent the
sample used in the analysis.
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(b) Number of projects per number
of opened issues bucket (logarithmic scale).

Fig. 1. Basic properties of the dataset.

3.3

Terminology

The centerpiece of our analysis are issues, i.e., bug reports, new feature requests,
and development related changes such as refactoring. In Github, issues are typically free text, can be submitted by anyone, support commenting, and can be

referenced from other issues. The dataset does not give any information about
issue text or content, but it records when an issue was created and by whom, and
a set of events associated such as closing, reopening, being commented, being
referenced from another issue. All these events are accompanied with the time
of the action and which user is responsible for it.
In this paper we distinguish the following issue states:
– Opened issue - Newly created issue. Each issue is opened only once during
its lifetime.
– Pending issue - Issue that has been opened but not yet closed. These issues
denote unresolved cases that need attention or actual work.
– Sticky issue - Issue that does not get closed during our observation period.
Sticky issues are a subset of pending issues.
– Closed issue - Issue that is marked closed in the issue tracking system.
In practice an issue might be reopened and closed again, but here we use
only the first closing event. We do not distinguish closed issues based on the
resolution type, meaning that a closed issue might have been closed after the
bug was fixed or closed without any activity.
One might consider our notion of pending issue as too simplistic since we do
not take into account reopening and re-closing. The justification for this is the
fact that reopening and re-closing affects only 4% of all issues.
Our dataset contains projects that are created at different points in time during our observation period and therefore have varying time periods during which
we could observe project behavior. Below we list our time related terminology:
– Issue lifetime - Time from the first opening of the issue to the first closing
of the issue.
– Project observation time - Number of months between project creation
and the end of observation period (December 31, 2014). This number is
obtained by calculating the number of days between the two dates, dividing
by 30.4 (the average number of days in a month), and rounding down to the
nearest integer.
– Relative time - Each project is transformed into a relative timescale. The
relative timescale starts from repository creation, and after each 30.4 days,
a new relative month starts. This results in the last month typically not
being a full month, as projects can start on any day during a month, but
our observation period ends with the 31st day of a month. Relative time
’zero’ represents the first month of the project observation time, relative
time month ’one’ represents the second month of the project observation
time.
– Observation period From January 2012 until end of December 2014. This
is the period we have data about projects and we can use for the analysis.

3.4

Notations

In our analysis, we focus on the following metrics over time: opened issued,
sticky issues, and pending issues. In the following, we give the definitions of
these metrics.
Let N be the set of projects and T the set of all possible project observation
times. Each project i ∈ N has observation time of Ti ∈ T .
We denote a single issue as a tuple (aj , bj ) where j is a unique issue identifier,
and aj and bj denote opening and closing times since project creation (measured
in minute resolution). For each issue, it must hold (aj ≤ bj ) ∨ (aj ≤ Ti ∧ bt =
nil). Let P Ii denote the set of issues associated with project i. Even though Ti
has discrete values, we assume that aj and bj are continuous and have minute
level resolution in order to be able to derive exact ordering between closing and
opening. Let m(aj ) denote the corresponding relative month of aj and m−1 (t)
the value in minutes for the corresponding month end date.
Let oi,t denote the number of total newly opened issues for a project i at a
relative time t ∈ T , then
oi,t = |{(aj , bj )|(aj , bj ) ∈ P Ii , m(aj ) = t}|.
We use si,t to denote sticky issues, i.e.,
si,t = |{(aj , bj )|(aj , bj ) ∈ P Ii , m(aj ) ≤ t ∧ bj = nil}|.
It represents sticky issues as total number of sticky issues by the end of month
t.
Let pi,t denote the number of pending issues at time t. The number of pending
issues is the number of opened - but not yet closed - issues at a certain point of
time (measured in minute resolution). Thus, we devise the number of pending
issues pi,t for a project i during a month t as follows:

pi,t

1
= −1
m (t − 1) + 1 − m−1 (t)

d≤m−1 (t)

X

δi,d

d=m−1 (t−1)+1

where δi,d denotes the number of open issues for project i at minute resolution
d, i.e.
δi,d = |{(aj , bj )|(aj , bj ) ∈ P Ii , aj ≤ d ∧ (bj = nil ∨ bj > d)}|.
Finally, issue lifetime for issue j, denoted by LTj , is the amount of days
between issue creation and closing and can be calculated only for closed issues,
i.e., bj 6= nil:
LTj = (bj − aj )/(60 ∗ 24).

3.5

Examples

We illustrate our concepts with the help of an example project, Bootstrap1 , a
front-end framework for creating user-interfaces in browsers.
Figure 2a shows the numbers of opened and sticky issues observed per month.
Note that here we only show the share of sticky issues that correspond to issues
opened in the month of observation. Each bar on the plot corresponds to oi,t
and si,t − si,t−1 (except for the case t = 0, the sticky issues is equal to si,t ). We
see that Bootstrap had increasing numbers of opened issues during the first year
of observation, then the number of opened issues leveled off. The monthly share
of sticky issues started to rise around month 20. One reason for this could be
that our observation period limits the available time for observing issues opened
after month 20 being closed. Figure 2b plots the number of pending and sticky
issues observed over time. We see that the number of pending issues increases
and the majority of pending issues is made up by sticky issues. When comparing
the relative share of sticky issues with opened issue per month, we observe that
the majority of opened issues get closed, but the amount of work still to be done,
represented by the amount of pending issues, is continuously increasing due to
the amount of sticky issues.
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(a) Opened issues for Bootstrap.
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(b) Pending issues for Bootstrap.

Fig. 2. Opened, pending, and sticky issues for Bootstrap.

Figure 3a shows issue lifetime distributions as boxplots for groups of issues
opened in a specific month of the project observation time (relative time in
months). Note that in Figure 3a month = 0 is an abbreviation for the time up
to the beginning of month = 1, i.e., representing the observation time interval
[0, 1) months. Issue lifetimes remain stable on average over the project observation time (mean lifetime equals 12.9 days, median lifetime equals 0.78 days).
We see, however, that issues created in month = 0 have a considerably higher
average lifetime than those created in later months. One possible explanation is
that during first month issues are entered that require additional development
and this usually takes more time as simply correcting a bug. In this particular
example, however, there were only 8 opened issues in month = 0. Therefore, this
1

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap
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(a) Issue lifetime distributions over
time for Bootstrap.
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is not an important phenomenon. The overall issue lifetime distribution, shown
in Figure 3b, indicates a small median (0.78 considering all issues) but large
variation.











(b) Issue lifetime distribution for
Bootstrap (all issues).

Fig. 3. Issue lifetime for Bootstrap. For both figures, outliers are removed. The maximums correspond to 1.5 ∗ (75p − 25p) + 75p, where 25p and 75p denote corresponding
percentiles.

4

Results

In the following subsections we answer the research questions outlined in the
introduction. First, we look at the opened issues rates, then we analyze the
pending issues, and finally we analyze the issue lifetime distributions.
4.1

Issue Arrival Rate (RQ1)

To answer RQ1 we investigate the arrival rates of opened issues in our set of
Github projects. We analyze projects with different project observation times
separately, because we suppose that the length of the observation time has an
effect on the opened issues. For example, projects with short observation times
might (on average) have different numbers of opened issues during the first
months of the observation time due to increased popularity of Github and the
size and type of projects hosted in Github.
We classify projects based on observation times into buckets and calculate
the average number of opened issues per month for all projects in a bucket
separately. Figure 4 shows a line for each group of projects in the same bucket.
There are T buckets in total and for each line l representing a bucket, a point t
on the line represents the average number of opened issues at relative time since
creation of the projects in the bucket (i.e., the start of the project observation
time), given by the following formula:
X
1
Ot,l = P
oi,t
i∈N ∧Ti =l∧t≤l 1
i∈N ∧Ti =l∧t≤l

Looking at Figure 4, we observe a relatively higher average number of opened
issues right after project creation as compared to a few months after project creation. This tendency is visible for all project buckets but most explicit for buckets of projects with shorter observation time. Overall, we see that the average
number of opened issues is stable or shows slight negative trend over project observation time. For the first month, a project in Github receives on average 19.7
new issues, but one year later, during the 12th month, it receives 10.3 opened
issues. The relative decline of opened issues after the first few months might be
explained as a start-up effect, i.e., at the beginning many issues are submitted
but never worked on because they represent wishful thinking regarding features
to be included in the project. Furthermore, we observe that projects in buckets with shorter observation time seem to have significantly higher numbers of
opened issues than those in buckets with longer observation times. For example,
in the first month after project creation, projects in buckets with the shortest
observation time have on average more than five times more opened issues than
projects with the longest observation time. This might be explained by the relative growth of Github and the increasing size of projects in recent time. The
drop-offs in the last months are caused due to a technical artifact. Namely, our
relative time line starts with repository creation, and due to this, the last month
is probably not a full month, as the observation period still ends during the
end of a month. In addition, we observe that for some groups, there are outlier
months, for example the outlier at month 12. We observe stable average numbers
of opened issues for all buckets with relative times after month 28.
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Fig. 4. Opened issues for projects with different lifetime. Color intensity varies with
observation period length.

To understand what is the ratio of (the share of) sticky issues to opened
issues for projects with different observation times, we calculated the ratio of
sticky to opened issues for different buckets. In Figure 5, we display the ratios
for each bucket and display the corresponding lines in four different graphs, each
graph containing a subset of buckets. The purpose is to make patterns between
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groups of buckets more visible. The ratio of sticky to opened issues varies mostly
between 0.2-0.6, meaning that still more issues get closed than stay open during
observation time. We observe that the ratio of sticky issues is higher for early
months, then levels off and finally starts to rise due to the technical effect that
project observation time ends. The exception is the set of recent projects with
short observation times. Compared to other buckets, projects in buckets with
observation times 8-14 have less sticky issues in the early months followed by
a steady growth of the ratio. One possible explanation for this phenomenon
might be that issue submitters in recent projects are more realistic in their issue
management and do not fill the issue tracker with issues that will never be
worked on or are resolved only after a long time. Another explanation could be
that due to the growth of the projects maintained in Github, more development
capacity is available to work on issues and thus issues receive more attention and
are resolved more quickly. This explanation, however, would not explain why the
ratio for projects with short observation time strongly grows after a few months.
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Fig. 5. Ratio of (shares of) sticky issues to opened issues.

To answer RQ1, we can conclude that the monthly rate of opened issues for
projects in our data set decreases over time on average. During first 12 months,
the average number of issues opened drops roughly by a factor of two. The ratio
of sticky issues to opened issues changes differently over time for projects with
shorter observation time as compared to projects with longer observation time.
4.2

Pending Issue Growth (RQ2)

To answer RQ2 we analysed the dynamics of pending issues and sticky issues over
time. Again, we consider projects with different observation times separately.

In Figure 6a, displaying the average numbers of pending issues over time, we
classified projects with different observation times into buckets. For each bucket
we show the average of pending issues over time as different lines Ti , the values
of each line defined as:
1

Pt,l = P

X

i∈N ∧Ti =l∧t≤l

1

pi,t

i∈N ∧Ti =l∧t≤l

where l denotes the project observation time and t is the relative time for projects
with observation time l, thus also it must always hold that t ≤ l. Similarly, in
Figure 6b we plot the total number of sticky issues over time for each bucket.
One can see that pending issues are growing at approximately constant rates
for all buckets. This phenomenon is underpinned by the growth pattern of sticky
issues, issues that have not been resolved within our observation period.
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(a) Pending issues.
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(b) Sticky issues.

Fig. 6. Pending and sticky issues. Even though, sticky issues are a subset of pending
issues, we have plotted them on separate Figures for clarity.

The growth rates for both pending and sticky issues are different between
buckets. Generally, there seems to be a tendency that more recent projects
(shorter project observation time) have on average higher growth rates in the
early months of observation time. On the other hand, there exist strong differences between growth rates of buckets with just one month difference of project
observation time. For example projects in bucket 34 have in time interval [34,
35) 25 percent more pending (and sticky) issues than projects in bucket 35 in
the same time interval.
As an answer to RQ2, we can say that pending issues are growing constantly
and this comes mostly from the sticky issues, that do not get resolved during
our observation period.
4.3

Issue Lifetime (RQ3)

So far, we observed that there is a steady arrival of new issues and an increasing
number of pending (and sticky) issues. Although the amount of pending issues
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grows, most opened issues actually get resolved (closed) during project observation time. In this section, we answer RQ3 by analyzing issue lifetimes in Github
projects.
Figure 7 shows issue lifetime distributions for issues opened during each
month (relative time from the start of project observation time) of all projects in
our data set, i.e., we do not classify data into buckets with the same project observation times. We consider all issues that are not sticky. Each boxplot represents
issue lifetimes for corresponding ILTt group, defined as ILTt = {LTj |(aj , bj ) ∈
P Ii , i ∈ N, bj 6= nil, m(aj ) = t}.
In Figure 7 one sees variation in maximum values but medians vary little
over time. The median issue lifetime is 3.1 days for issues opened in month 0
(time interval [0, 1)), 4.1 days for issues opened in month 10 (time interval [9,
10)), 2.89 for issues opened in month 20 (time interval [19, 20)), and 1.78 for
issues opened in month 30 (time interval [29, 30)). Thus, one can observe a slight
increase from month zero until month 10 in the median value, and then a slight
decrease. Around month 20, the median starts to drop more, but this might be
a technical effect, caused by the fact that issued opened towards the end of our
observation, in order to be included in the lifetime measurement must have been
closed before the end of the observation period, thus, leaving out all issues that
might be closed after a longer lifetime.

5HODWLYHWLPH0RQWK
Fig. 7. Issue lifetime distribution depending on issue creation month, each month t
lists distribution lifetime of ILTt . Outliers have been removed.

Figure 8 shows distributions of issue lifetimes for groups of projects with
the same project observation times l. Each boxplot represents the issue lifetime
distribution for the set ILLl , defined as ILLl = {LTj |(aj , bj ) ∈ P Ii , i ∈ N, bj 6=
nil, Ti = l}. The observation that variation of issue lifetimes is growing for
projects with longer observation time is not surprising, as in projects with longer
observation time there is more time available to solve an issue. On the other hand,
the median values seem to be stable. The median for projects with observation

time 8 months is 2.64 days, for projects with observation time 20 months it is
3.4 days, and for projects with observation time 30 months it is 3.61 days. The
variation over all projects is small, considering that the theoretical maximum
difference can be more than four times for projects with observation time 8
months and projects with observation time 35 months.
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Fig. 8. Issue lifetime distribution depending on the project lifetime, each lifetime bucket
l lists distribution of lifetime for issues in ILLl .

As in the previous section, we also analyzed different project buckets separately. In Figure 9, we show median issue lifetimes for each group of projects
with different observation times. Formally, there are again T lines in total
and for each line l, we calculate a median for set of issues M LTl,t , defined
as M LTl,t = {LTj |(aj , bj ) ∈ P Ii , i ∈ N, bj 6= nil, Ti = l, m(aj ) = t}. We observe
few outliers distort the big picture. Ignoring those outliers, we observe that medians are stable. The drop in the last months of the observation times results
to some extent from the fact that issues requiring longer time for closing are
excluded from the analysis. Interestingly, median values for projects in different buckets are very similar, especially true for projects with observation times
between 15 and 35.
To answer RQ3, we can conclude that issue lifetimes are stable over project
observation times.
4.4

Discussion

Our results partly confirm and partly extend published research. For example,
our results related to RQ1 confirm results of Kenmei et al. [10] who studied trends
of newly opened issues. They found for some systems (e.g., JBoss) that there is
an increasing trend and for others (e.g., Mozilla) that there is not. Similarly, our
results, which are averages over large numbers of projects do not show a trend
of increasing numbers of opened issues over time for projects with comparable
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Fig. 9. Median issue lifetimes. For each group, we have calculated the median issue
lifetimes over all issues over all months in that group.

observation time. However, we found that more recent projects, i.e., projects
with a shorter observation time in our study period, tend to have generally
higher volumes of opened issues than older projects, i.e., projects with longer
observation time. Also, more recent projects seem to have a decreasing trend in
numbers of opened issues, while older projects show a more stable behavior.
Garousi [5] analyzed three open source projects and found evidence of increasing work and short issue lifetimes. He showed that for jEdit and DrPython
projects, the fraction of issues that are closed within the first day is 23% and
42% percent respectively. Related to RQ2, we found that for Github projects,
the median of issue lifetimes varies between 2 to 4 days, thus more than 50% of
issues get closed between at the latest after 4 days, and in many cases earlier.
Thus, our results are closer to those of Garousi [5] as compared to those of Marks
et al. [12] who found that for Mozilla 46% of the bugs and for Eclipse 76% of
the bugs are closed after three months of bug creation. Grammel et al. [8] findings regarding closed source IBM Jazz projects suggest that community created
issues can be valuable, but they are handled differently than those created by
project members. The average issue lifetime for community created issues is 39
days, but for the team issues it is 5.9 days. These results are comparable to the
12.9 average issue lifetime we observed for the Bootstrap project. However, we
also saw that median values are much smaller (e.g., 0.78 days for Bootstrap) and
issue lifetime distributions extremely long-tailed. Thus, reporting mean values
of issue lifetime might not be useful.
Our results regarding the trend of increasing pending and sticky issues over
time (RQ2) seems to be related to the observation of highly positively skewed
distributions of issue lifetimes.

5

Threats to Validity

In this section we briefly discuss threats to validity that may affect our results.
Construct validity threats concern the relationship between theory and observation. In our study, these threats can be mainly due to the way how we measure
the various types of opened, closed, pending, and sticky issues as well as to the
quality of the data extracted from Github. Also, the fact that we neither distinguish between types and sizes of projects nor issue categories like bug fixes,
enhancements, refactoring, and so on. We tried to address the issue of data
quality by defining exclusion criteria that filter out projects with certain data
anomalies, e.g., low activity, too small size, issue imports due to changes in issue
tracker system used.
External validity concerns the generalization of the findings. Different to
most of the studies presented in related work, our results rely on the analysis
of more than 4000 Github projects from a time period of three years. We believe that our results are to some degree representative for open source projects
in general. However, we noticed that there is some variation between projects
depending on the length of the observation time. Also, we do not distinguish
between types of projects and application domains. Finally, we would like to
point out that closed source projects might have different issue behaviors due to
the more controlled environment in which those projects are conducted.
Internal validity concerns external factors that may affect an independent
variable. Conlusion validity concerns the correct application and interpretation
of statistical methods. Both validity aspects are less relevant for our study since
we neither conduct experiments nor statistical tests.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Issue trackers are important for software projects to manage bugs and as a
general task list indicating development actions needed to be done.
We analyzed issue dynamics of more than 4000 Github projects. Understanding issue volumes and issue lifetimes can be a source for understanding project
performance and planning project resources. Once typical evolution patterns for
issues are better understood, they might become an indicator for the state of a
project and its future outlook.
We identified the following areas for future work. First, future work should
look more into the semantics behind issues and distinguish between issue categories such as bugs or feature requests. The next step would be to study how
issue growth actually impacts projects in terms of code changes, new releases or
even project popularity.
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